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Defense Nano Technology Application Center (DNTAC) was established in July, 2008, supported by Ministry of Defense, South Korea. DNTAC has developed new defence nanotechnology for future weapon systems, and DNTAC’s main research areas include:

- nano materials for energy absorption
- nano functional materials
- quantum nano devices
- nano-bio chemistry
- nano materials for high temperature.
The fundamental concept for DNTAC is ‘Dynamic Nanotechnology’ which means that dynamics for fundamental nanotechnology and dynamics for weapon system advancement are combined in the research of DNTAC.

As nanotechnology has become successfully integrated into fundamental scientific research and the development of new manufacturing technologies, it also has made a huge impact on developing modern defence technology. In this sense, the above mentioned areas of DNTAC research cover a wide range of nanotechnology. Combined with the trends of technology convergence, the impact of nanotechnology on the modern defence system will continue to increase.

We proudly announce that this special issue of the International Journal of Nanotechnology can present the results of the research efforts of DNTAC for the past few years. This special issue contains 20 papers covering the above-mentioned research areas, and is believed to significantly contribute to the advancement of the defence nanotechnology. Based on this special issue, we wish more interest will be focused on the future defence nanotechnology.